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TEL: +44 (0)1785 282910

DOOR SEALS

All products usually available ex-stock except those marked with *. Call for lead time.
Additional manufacturers carriage charges may apply for * items.

No charge for split boxes, but please try to order boxed quantity multiples where possible.

INSULATED ROLLER SHUTTER BUMPER STRIP

Designed for insulated roller shutter doors without 75mm Tee at bottom. There is a 
choice between two bottom channels which attach to the bottom of the insulated 
roller shutter door. ZIDCC is a clip on channel which attaches without fixings, 
whereas ZIDUC requires pop riveting to the bottom of the door. The black rubber 
gasket slides simply into the channel.

ZIDCC Clip on PVC carrier, 3000mm long 
 22mm wide at top, 48mm deep.
 Mating fit with 18mm wide EPDM below.

ZIDUC Rivet fix galvanised steel carrier, 3000mm long 
 25mm wide x 10mm deep.
 Mating fit with 18mm wide EPDM below.

ZIDR23 Elongated EPDM section, 50 metre coil 
 19mm wide x 23mm deep out of carrier.
 Mating section 18mm wide.
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ROLLER SHUTTER SEALS
ROLLER SHUTTER ROLLER SEAL

ZRS Zero Roller Seal is a clip-on PVCu carrier with brush insert for roller shutter 
door guide channels. It has no mechanical fixings and is simple to fix. Its low friction 
does not impede the smooth operation of roller doors. 

ZRS effectively seals profiled door sections by independent movement of brush 
filaments, and it prevents draughts and door vibrations etc. It is supplied in 3 metre 
lengths. The brush projection out of the carrier is 34mm.

ZRS 3 metre length

ROLLER SHUTTER D-SECTION BUMPER STRIP / WRAP AROUND SEAL

ZBS Zero Bumper Strip is a neoprene "D" section with a flipper seal. It fits over 
the bottom T section (usually 75mm) of standard roller shutters and seals the gap 
between the floor and shutter. No mechanical fixings are required. Supplied in coils 
of 5 metres, 10 metres and 20 metres. Standard colour black.

ZBS.5 5 metre coil
ZBS.10 10 metre coil
ZBS.20 20 metre coil
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ROLLER SHUTTER FLAT SECTION BUMPER STRIP 

New alternative ZRB flat section Bumper Strip with a flipper seal. It fits over the 
bottom T section (usually 75mm) of standard roller shutters and seals the gap 
between the floor and shutter. No mechanical fixings are required. Supplied in coils 
of 10 metres, 20 metres and 40 metres. Standard colour black.

ZRB.10N 10 metre coil
ZRB.20N 20 metre coil
ZRB.40N 40 metre coil
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INSULATED ROLLER SHUTTER SEALS
INSULATED ROLLER SHUTTER SEAL

ZIRS Zero Insulated Roller Shutter seal is a clip-on pile seal for insulated roller 
shutter guide channels. It is simple to fit and no mechanical fixings are required. 
The low coefficient of friction assists the smooth operation of insulated roller shutter 
doors, and prevents draughts and door vibration. Black plastic carrier with grey pile 
seal. Two simple designs: flat edge and bevel edge.

ZIRS Flat edge, 3000mm long 

ZIRS/A Bevel edge, 3200mm long 
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